Cross-lingual Flames Detection in News Discussions
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sers. Google News1 aggregates headlines and displays the stories according to each reader’s interests. IBM Watson News Explorer2 gives a more
analytical way to read news through linked data
visualizations. Europe Media Monitor (EMM)3
produces a summary of news stories clustered near
real-time in various languages and compares how
the same events have been reported in the media written in different languages. MediaGist4 exploits together with news articles another source
of information: the commentaries. Including comments opens many above-mentioned use cases.
Natural language processing (NLP) technology
can help to make sense out of this data, in particular, the field of argumentation mining (Habernal and Gurevych, 2017). Sentiment analysis, in
its basic definition, reveals the polarity of the texts
(positive, negative, neutral). Habernal et al. (2014)
state that posts in social media often contain sarcasm and irony, they later experiment with sarcasm detection in (Ptáček et al., 2014).
Stance detection (Mohammad et al., 2016) is a
related field which tries to infer whether the author of the comment is in favor or against a predefined topic. The migration crisis in Europe raised
attention to the hate speech, which is defined as
“abusive speech targeting specific group characteristics, such as ethnic origin, religion, gender,
or sexual orientation” (Djuric et al., 2015). Detecting offensive language was studied by Razavi
et al. (2010) or Chen et al. (2012), who analyzed
the use case of protecting adolescent online safety
by detecting offensive language in social media.
Here, we study flames, which were defined as

Abstract
We introduce Flames Detector, an online
system for measuring flames, i.e. strong
negative feelings or emotions, insults or
other verbal offences, in news commentaries across five languages. It is designed
to assist journalists, public institutions or
discussion moderators to detect news topics which evoke flames. We propose a
machine learning approach to flames detection and calculate an aggregated score
for a set of comment threads. The demo
application shows the most flaming topics
of the current period in several language
variants. The search functionality gives a
possibility to measure flames in any topic
specified by a query. The evaluation shows
that the flame detection in discussions is
a difficult task, however, the application
can already reveal interesting information
about the actual news discussions.
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Introduction

News portals are highly busy online places where
people express their opinions. Journalists write
about controversial topics because these attract the
readers. The large number of commentaries is a
sign that the topic was read by a lot of readers and
it could be viewed as a sign of success of the article. Besides journalists who need to identify such
topics, political institutions have to know the current trends of the society to react accordingly. International institutions (e.g. European Commission) find useful cross-lingually organized news
and commentaries, as they can quickly find and
understand different views on controversial topics
in different countries.
There are many news aggregators and analy-
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non constructive, aggressive posts, which do not
contribute to the discussion, where users attack
each other at a personal level instead of contrasting
the discussion partner for his/her approach, ideas,
contribution or argumentation (Pazienza and Tudorache, 2011). We consider flaming those comments which carry strong negative feelings or
emotions, insults or other verbal offences regardless of agreement or disagreement with the given
topic. Flames detection can help discussion moderators to manage and filter the discussion.
We propose a machine learning approach to detect flames in news discussions, and an aggregation metric. Another contribution is the corpus we
developed. It contains flames annotations in news
discussions for 5 languages (English, Czech, German, French and Italian). The developed application, running at http://mediagist.kiv.
zcu.cz/flames, is unique as near real-time
flames detection in online discussions has not been
realized yet. It displays the most flaming topic of
the current week and the search functionality provides a way to measure flaming of the topic defined by the query. Because the topics are linked
across languages, the topic can be easily studied
and compared across the languages. The trend figures provide a historical view on the flaming of the
query topic.
In the next Section we introduce the functionality of the web application for detecting flames in
news discussions. Section 3 reveals how a flaming
dialogue interaction can be recognized. It is followed by a definition of the aggregation measure
which calculates the intensity of a set of comment
threads (Section 4). In Section 5, we describe the
corpus we developed in order to train and test the
flame classifier. In the rest, we discuss the performance and future extensions.

2

id to each mention. The named entity recognizer
is based on JRC-Names6 , which is a highly multilingual named entity resource for person and organization names (Steinberger et al., 2011c). The
coreference resolver (Steinberger et al., 2011a)
then enriches the list of entity mentions by name
part references and definite descriptions. Sentiment analyzer (Steinberger et al., 2011b) assigns
to each article, comment and entity mention a sentiment score. Here comes the place to assign a
flame label (FLAME/NO-FLAME) to each interaction (i.e. to every response). Except the posts
which start a new thread, each comment receives
a flame annotation.
Article comments are then summarized according to (Kabadjov et al., 2013). These fully annotated article RSS files enter the clustering phase.
Every four hours, for each language, the clustering takes the articles published during the current week and creates monolingual clusters. After this step, RSS files contain information about
all articles in the cluster. The cross-lingual linker
then connects the most similar clusters across languages. Cross-lingual linking uses two kinds of
features: entities and descriptors from EuroVoc7 .
Using Eurovoc features ensures that the linked
clusters share the same topic. If at the same time
the clusters share the same entities8 , it is very
likely that the clusters are about the same story
(Steinberger, 2013). The last step is creating a
summary of clustered articles and a summary of
cluster’s comments. The RSS now contains all
information needed by the presentation layer, the
MediaGist website.
The clustered data are then indexed in ElasticSearch9 . During displaying the front page, Elasticsearch runs a query which returns the cluster,
which has the largest sum of flame scores (defined in Section 4) across languages. The crosslingual links are used to calculate flame scores of
the other language variants of the cluster. As the
sum is used, highly cross-lingual topics have more
chances to be selected.
The core of the flames detector is the search
functionality. The language of the query is currently set to English. After submitting a query
ElasticSearch finds relevant English news clusters

Proposed System

The proposed system uses data feed from MediaGist (Steinberger, 2016) and brings flame detection. MediaGist processing starts with a crawler.
It gathers articles and their comments from predefined news sites5 . It creates an RSS file for each
article, which goes through the NLP pipeline. The
pipeline first recognizes entities, in both the article and its comments, and assigns a cross-lingual

6
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/
language-technologies/jrc-names
7
http://eurovoc.europa.eu
8
The entity ids are unified across languages.
9
https://www.elastic.co/.

5

Currently, it gathers data from 8 sources in 5
languages: English (theguardian.com), Czech (idnes.cz,
ihned.cz, novinky.cz), Italian (corriere.it, repubblica.it),
French (lemonde.fr) and German (spiegel.de).
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on data from MediaGist gathered during the
last 17 month (approximately 1M comments
for each language). Brychcı́n and Svoboda
(2016) showed that this approach leads to
very good sentence representation.

in the last 10 weeks. The fields used for searching are: article titles, descriptions (initial sentence/paragraph), the summary of articles and the
summary of comments. The cross-lingual links
are then used to receive the relevant clusters in
other languages. It can thus find, e.g., French topics relevant to the English query. For every language (a set of clusters), it measures the flame
score and its confidence interval. It uses all comment threads in all retrieved clusters for the calculation. It also detects the most flaming cluster, the
most flaming article and also the post which triggered the most flaming discussion. In the case of
the post, the ratio of flame replies and all replies is
taken as a score. For all the flame extremes (cluster, article, post) it requires a minimum number
of replies (set to 10) unless there is no post having such an amount of replies. A search result can
be seen at Figure 1. Each row shows information
about a language. On the left, statistic about the
whole retrieved set of clusters, the most flaming
cluster, article and flame trigger post can be found.
On the right, a historical trend is drawn. The trend
is based on weekly flame scores because week is
the clustering unit.
The extracted clusters are linked with MediaGist, which can be further used to analyze the results. The articles are linked to the source site from
both ends (Flames detector and MediaGist).

3

• BoW: We use bag-of-words (BoW) representation of an utterance, i.e. separate binary
feature representing the occurrence of a word
in the utterance.
• DisSize: The number of utterances in the discourse. The larger discourses are assumed to
be about the more controversial topic or at
least the topic which worth discussing.
• Level: The number expressing how many
preceding utterances occur in the sequence of
replies. The larger number means the people
are paying attention to the discussed topic.
• CharNgrams: Separate binary feature for
each character n-gram in the utterance text.
We do it separately for different orders n ∈
{1, 2, 3}.
• WordShape: We tried to improve pattern
features by using word-shape classes for
words. We assign words into one of 24
classes10 similar to the function specified in
(Bikel et al., 1997). Each class is separate binary feature.

Flames Detector

GloVe and BoW features use preprocessed text.
We lowercase the text, remove stop-words, and apply stemming for remaining words. We use HPS
unsupervised stemmer (Brychcı́n and Konopı́k,
2015). We trained HPS on the same data as GloVe
word vectors. The surface features (CharNgrams
and WordShape) work with the text in the form it
was originally written. When the current comment
starts with a repetition of a part of the previous
comment, we remove the repetition.

Distinguishing between flaming/not-flaming utterances is in fact a binary classification task. We employ Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier (Berger
et al., 1996) implemented in the Brainy machine
learning library (Konkol, 2014). The following
feature functions were used:
• GloVe: We express the meaning of an utterance as the real-valued vector. Each value
in the vector is then used as a separate feature. We use semantic composition approach.
It is based on Frege’s principle of compositionality (Pelletier, 1994), which states that
the meaning of a complex expression is determined as a composition of its parts, i.e.
words. We use linear combination of word
vectors, where the weights are represented by
the inverse-document-frequency (IDF) values of words. We use Global Vectors (GloVe)
(Pennington et al., 2014) for word vector representation. We trained the word vectors

4

Flaming Intensity Metric

A not nested post (i.e. a post on the top level
of the discussion) with its replies (and replies on
replies, etc.), which evolve the discussion, make a
tree of utterances. The tree is in the following text
denoted simply as discourse. Assume we have a
set of n discourses and we want to determine the
10

We use edu.stanford.nlp.process.WordShapeClassifier
with the WORDSHAPECHRIS1 setting available in Standford CoreNLP library (Manning et al., 2014).
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Figure 1: The search results for query “israel, palestine”.
examples of flame comments bellow:

flaming intensity. For i-th discourse we firstly calculate the ratio of flaming utterances and the discourse size. We denote this ratio as wi . The flaming intensity is then simply a mean, w̄. In addition,
we calculate t-statistics confidence interval for the
mean w̄. In our system we use 90% confidence
level. Flaming intensities across less and highly
discussed topics can be then better compared.

5

• You mean like Bullsh!t?
• Rubbish.
• Thats a lovely collection of random
thought bubbles.

• you really think you speak for

everyone eh? Says a lot about you.

• When do you leave school, Tim?
• Cool story, bro. But you still seem

to be suffering from the view that
walking and chewing gum is impossible.
Try it.

Proposed Dataset

We created a corpus for five languages (Czech,
English, French, Italian, and German), in which
we annotated flames. The data comes from
noisy user-generated news article discussions. The
statistics of the corpus are shown in Table 1.
Language
CS
DE
EN
FR
IT

Size
1812
1122
1007
487
649

Czech and English data were annotated by three
experts. The annotators each labeled approximately a third of the data and a small sample was
annotated by all to assess their agreement. The
majority voting scheme was applied on the gold
label selection. Table 2 shows the inter-annotator
agreement metrics for the Czech corpus (100 comments) and the English corpus (76 comments).
Only one annotator labeled French, Italian and
German data.

Flame ratio
702 (38.7%)
149 (13.3%)
250 (24.8%)
144 (29.6%)
249 (38.4%)

Metric
AVG Accuracy
Fleiss’ κ
AVG Cohen’s κ
Krippendorff’s α

Table 1: Data statistics.
For every language, we used the same annotation scheme and we included topics from multiple domains. The annotators were given instructions to label a comment as flame when it contained strong negative feelings, negative emotions,
insults or other verbal offenses regardless of agreement or disagreement with the given topic. See the

EN
79.83%
0.590
0.591
0.592

CS
86.67%
0.578
0.580
0.579

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement.
The corpus will be available for research
purposes at http://nlp.kiv.zcu.cz/
projects/flame.
697

6

Results and Discussion

We used the same settings and features for experiments in all languages. The proposed datasets for
different languages have different ratios of flaming/not flaming posts. Due to the small size, the
datasets are not assumed to cover all discussion
topics. We apply Maximum Entropy principle to
achieve the best estimate for previously unknown
topic, i.e. we balance the training data to contain
the same number of flaming/not flaming posts.
Model
ME BoW
ME GloVe
ME all

CS
53.5%
56.4%
62.8%

DE
62.4%
64.4%
67.8%

EN
53.2%
68.0%
72.2%

FR
51.7%
54.2%
60.1%

IT
55.6%
54.0%
60.2%

Table 3: Accuracy of flame detection across all
five languages.

Acknowledgements

The results reported in Table 3 are achieved by
20-fold cross-validation on balanced datasets. The
difficulty of flames detection is similar to polarity or stance detection (accuracy 60%–70% in the
case of commentary data). The best accuracy was
for English (72.2%), the worst for French (60.1%).
The size of the training data (Table 1) clearly affects the classification accuracy. Note the best
contributing feature was GloVe. Also DisSize and
Level were proved to be very useful.
To illustrate the search functionality we show
results of query “climate change” in Table 4.
We can observe that the supplied query actually
defines the topic. As the cross-lingual linking
is based on topical words and entities it gives
the answer wider than just climate change. The
top entities mentioned in the clusters relevant to
climate change were: Donald Trump, Barrack
Obama, United Nations, and European Commission. These play an important role in cross-lingual
linking and thus the topics related to them are retrieved for the other languages.
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itself. Future plans include increasing the data volume on both vertical (sources) and horizontal (historical data) axes. This will allow us to study the
evolution of flames on a larger scale.
The system currently consumes raw commentaries. Measuring the flames among real Internet
users will require to fight trolls and filter the conversations (Mihaylov et al., 2015). On the other
hand, without fighting the trolls, the system can
identify those discussions in which trolls are active
because such comments many times raise negative
emotions and thus help to identify the trolls.
Flame ratio depends very much on the source.
We will search for a way how to remove the source
bias. This will make the flaming more comparable
across languages.
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